Considering the Transnational Cultures and Texts of
Canadian Youth
—Samantha Cutrara

Prominent transnational scholar Steven Vertovec
identified six ways for understanding transnationalism:
as social morphology, form of consciousness, mode of
cultural production, avenue of capital, site of political
engagement, or as reconstruction of place. Most
simply, transnationalism is a theoretical concept that
encapsulates experiences and identities that span
across or beyond national borders. As James Clifford
notes, transnationalism is “the connection (elsewhere)
that makes a difference (here)” (qtd. in Vertovec 450).
As a settler state, Canada has always had a population
that moved across and beyond borders (Dubinsky et
al.). Before settlement, while not being organized along
the same geographic and political concepts of borders,
Indigenous nations across Turtle Island, the continent
of North America (“The Story of Turtle Island”), moved
across and beyond territories. The history of this land
thus shows how people are not static. Experiences are
not static. Texts, cultures, histories, and lives are not
bound by political organizations and institutions. There
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is fluidity in the ways national boundaries shape the
experiences and materials of people’s lives, and this
can especially be seen in the experiences of youth.
The literature linking youth and transnationalism
highlights that young people experience movement
across borders differently from adults, and therefore
their experiences with transnationalism are different
too. Researchers find a “fluid and complex interplay
of culture and identity” in young people’s negotiation
and construction of a sense of self (Simmons and Plaza
144), and theorize that nationalities and ethnicities
which young people are related to and to which they
relate are part of this interplay (Somerville). Christiane
Harzig and Dirk Hoerder also remark that children
often have a unique interaction with transnationalism
because of formal schooling spaces. Within the
space of the school, young people can encounter
children from other countries and are inculcated in the
particular national values of the nation in which they
live as well.
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As we move into the twenty-first century,
transnationalism plays an even greater part in young
people’s lives. Alejandro Portes, Luis E. Guarnizo, and
Patricia Landolt identify transnationalism as an important
concept for theorists, educators, and practitioners to
contemplate because “while back-and-forth movements
by immigrants have always existed, they have not
acquired until recently the critical mass and complexity
necessary to speak of an emergent social field” (217).
In particular, the ubiquity of the internet and social
networking technologies has meant that the texts and
cultures that young people create, interact with, and
participate in are not limited by political geographical
divisions, but instead are developed based on their
interests, desires, and place(s) for community. Given
that youth can access texts and cultures from around
the world through a click of a mouse, youth with the
financial resources to do so can self-style their identities
to align with global youth cultures (Warikoo, Balancing;
“Gender”), enacting performative explorations of race,
nation, and culture for themselves and others (Bondy;
Somerville). Vertovec distinctly identifies that youth are
bound into the literature on transnationalism because of
how youth create their identities in ways that “are often
self-consciously selected, syncretized and elaborated
from more than one heritage” (451).
In this special section of Jeunesse, six scholars in four
articles explore transnationalism in the ways the texts
and cultures of young Canadians are “self-consciously
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selected, syncretized and elaborated from more than
one heritage” (Vertovec 451). In Canada, diversity of
cultures and nationalities is what many youth appreciate
about their country (Ahmad Ali; Grant; Tastsoglou
and Petrinioti; Lee and Hébert), guiding their “visions
of Canada” (Ahmad Ali 99). I have also argued that
transnationalism is one of the defining features of
Canadian youth’s experiences and identities in Canada
today (Cutrara). Yet the literature of Canadian youth’s
transnationalism is scant. The contributions featured in
this collection demonstrate innovative arguments for the
ways transnationalism is enmeshed with young people’s
lives in Canada; and these arguments are not just based
on the lives of immigrant or first-generation Canadians,
but the lives of youth who were born in Canada as well.
In their introduction to a collection on
transnationalism and Canada, Vic Satzewich and Lloyd
Wong venture that perhaps because of Canada’s official
multicultural policy, the concept of transnationalism
has not gained as much salience in Canadian research
as it has in American research. By having an official
policy that makes space for a plurality of cultures,
having a theoretical concept for understanding peoples’
experiences beyond or across national lines may seem
repetitive. But the policy of multiculturalism has been
shown to be restricting, essentializing people into racial
terms (Mahtani) and centring whiteness as an arbiter
of acceptable difference (Bannerji; Mackey; Paragg).
Thus, in bringing the concept of transnationality into
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One could argue
that Canada’s story
of two founding
nations—English and
French—already affirms
transnationality as a
central part of national
identity.
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how we talk about Canadians, Canadian youth in particular, we
can highlight a greater diversity of texts, cultures, identities, and
experiences that define and develop a young person’s sense of
self and the ways they navigate the world. The articles featured in
this section demonstrate how transnationalism can elucidate new
analyses that may not have been engendered through the lens of
multiculturalism, and thus the ways in which transnationalism is an
important theoretical concept for exploring the past, present, and
future lives of Canadian youth.
In her article “‘International Friendliness’ and Canadian
Identities: Transnational Tensions in Canadian Junior Red
Cross Texts, 1919–1939,” Sarah Glassford explores the ways in
which Canadian youth in the interwar period developed and
demonstrated transnational links through their work in the Junior
Red Cross. Using the Canadian Red Cross Junior magazine and
youth-created scrapbook portfolios as evidence, Glassford
shows how the aims of the Junior Red Cross propagated a
transnational ethic of humanitarianism within a framework of
white, anglophone, British Canadian identity. By developing a
mechanism for Canadian children to become aware of, and
develop a concern for, children around the world, Glassford
argues that the Junior Red Cross put forth a mindset of
“international friendliness” that emphasized a transnational/
national Canadian citizenship. Canadian children who
participated in the Junior Red Cross then came to understand
their connections outside national borders as concurrent with the
white, British-inspired Canadian identity put forth by the Junior
Red Cross. Like the young people featured in other articles in this
collection, youth who participated in the Junior Red Cross did not
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accept the duality of national identity with transnational
connections straight on, but often challenged and
resisted this duality through local and personal
interventions and interpretations. While showing the
ways in which youth involved with the Junior Red
Cross were encouraged to engage in local actions that
served the national good in ways that had international
ramifications, Glassford shows how transnationalism
and Canadian identify have had a close relationship in a
transnational vision of Canada, not just today, but also
historically.
One could argue that Canada’s story of two
founding nations—English and French—already affirms
transnationality as a central part of national identity. With
both French and English as our official languages, the
concept of transnationalism complements the country’s
linguistic diversity. However, English and French are not
the only languages spoken in Canada. As of 2011, over
200 languages were spoken in Canada, and English
and French were the mother tongues for just under
21% of the population (Statistics Canada). Thus, as
Geneviève Brisson shows in her article “Plurilingualism
and Transnational Identities in a Francophone Minority
Classroom,” transnationalism as a theoretical concept
also highlights the ways in which the diversity of
languages becomes a core element of young peoples’
(trans)national identities in Canada.
Brisson identifies that there are few studies on
plurilingual, transnational youth in schools. She uses her
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analysis of “Alexandra,” a child in a French-language
elementary school in British Columbia, to strengthen the
literature on plurilingual, transnational youth in schools
by arguing that transnationalism can be activated in
plurilingual ways, and that plurilingualism can become
more present with a transnational lens. Brisson shows
how Alexandra negotiated her transnational subject
position at school by speaking French, English, and
her family’s native Polish. She used these languages
to communicate with adults and peers, but also to
demonstrate and preserve affective bonds to her family’s
country of origin. Brisson observes that when Alexandra
was able to draw on her plurilingual, transnational
identity, she participated more frequent and deeply
in class interactions because of the presence of her
unique linguistic and cultural resources. However,
Brisson also observes that Alexandra’s transnational
subject position was not understood as legitimate in
a school setting that privileged monolingualism. From
this observation, Brisson argues that bringing language
awareness, dual-language books, and multilingual or
dual-language identity texts into the classroom can invite
young Canadians’ plurilingual and transnational lives to
be more present in the classroom in ways that support
greater student success.
Out of the classroom, transnationalism also operates
as a way for Canadian youth to build and develop a
multifaceted, and potentially reconciliatory, Canadian
identity. As Marcia Ostashewski, Heather Fitzsimmons
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Frey, and Shaylene Johnson show in their article,
“Youth-Engaged Art-Based Research in Cape Breton:
Transcending Nations, Boundaries, and Identities,”
an extra-curricular arts-based encounter with identity
invited transnational connections in how young people
talked about the concepts of migration and encounter in
their lives. Their project, Songs and Stories of Migration
and Encounter, involved performance, discussion, and
reflection by and for youth in Cape Breton, Canada.
Authors and project leads Ostashewski, Fitzsimmons
Frey, and Johnson highlight that the youths who
participated in the project expressed their transnational
connections as legacy as much as experience. In other
words, while almost all the youths were born and
raised in Cape Breton they still expressed allegiance
and connection to multiple transnational communities
in their families’ past and their presents. The authors
observed the ways transnationalism became a way for
young people to speak about cultural differences and,
from this, the authors suggest an expansion of how
we can understand the operation of transnationalism
in youth’s lives. They state that as a “relationship
dynamic,” transnationalism can resist and subvert the
ways settler colonialism operates in a Canadian national
identity. In particular, their work with Songs and Stories
demonstrates that creating spaces for transnational
conversations to happen can provide a stronger sense
of a reconciliatory Canadian identity. The report of
the Truth and Reconciliation Commission of Canada
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emphasizes that reconciliation is not a moment or an
end point, but an ongoing relationship that must be
nurtured to survive. In their article, the authors argue
that for youth, transnationalism can be a way to develop
reconciliatory relationships and understand the links of
identity and connection across lines of nationality.
In her article “Anarchist Youth in Rural Canada:
Technology, Resistance, and the Navigation of Space,”
Jayne Malenfant also examines how youth can develop
space for new futures through transnational connections.
Malenfant explores how anarchist youth—that is, youth
who believe in challenging hierarchy and political
authority that undermine personal freedom—defied and/
or resisted strict boundaries to push against a political
system they find oppressive. Malenfant found that
youths’ movements between rural and urban spaces and
their heavy online participation demonstrated practices
and ideologies that subverted national boundaries
and national identities. Anarchist youth saw these
practices and ideologies as combating inequitable
social structures of the State. Malenfant shows that this
subversion was a way for the youth to move across and
beyond borders and thus participate in and learn from
a wider, punk, Do-It-Yourself (DIY) community. In this
way, Malenfant surmises, anarchist youth develop and
occupy liminal, transnational third space(s) that facilitate
a sense of community for youth who are not defined
by borders. Transnationalism, broadly defined, belongs
to “genealogies of anti-imperial and decolonizing
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Much of the literature
on youth’s transnational
identities focuses on
immigrants or first- or
second-generation
populations with fluid
or flexible identities or
identities that straddle
or inhabit two worlds.
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thought” (Briggs et al. 628). Thus it is not surprising that the
youth Malenfant spoke to in her research—youth who resisted an
imperial, capitalistic state—demonstrated a fluid understanding
of borders that they may feel restrict their lives. This article shows
how moving across and beyond borders becomes a way for youth
to challenge the restrictions borders provide.
The articles in this section provide fresh analyses to the
literature on transnationalism and youth. Much of the literature on
youth’s transnational identities focuses on immigrants or first- or
second-generation populations with fluid or flexible identities1
or identities that straddle or inhabit two worlds.2 This place
“in-between worlds” has been called a contact zone or a hybrid
third space,3 drawing directly from Homi Bhabha. However,
articles in this collection demonstrate that transnationalism in
young Canadians’ lives is not just an experience for immigrants
or first-generation Canadians, nor are transnational identities
binary. Rather, these articles show that for youth in Canada,
transnationalism becomes enmeshed as a singular, yet multivalent
experience of how they understand themselves to be in Canada:
that Canadian means transnational for youth in Canada, and
that the cultures and texts that young people both interact with
and create go across and beyond borders in very ordinary, yet
important ways.
As theorists, educators, and practitioners, bringing a lens of
transnsationalism to our praxis may better enable us to embrace
national and cultural diversities in Canada without limiting the
conversation to being about race, as multiculturalism is wont
to do. Singular national identifications, even ones that embrace
multiculturalism as an element of their identity, are designed
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around racial discourses, and racial discourses are
designed around national identification. As Oren Howlett
writes about both Canada and Australia, “race creation
is and has been central to civic nationalism’s exclusions”
(64). It is through a singular vision of nation and national
identity that “governmental regimes are able to build
nation-states that reinforce the race solidarity engendered
by nationalism and harness its power and strength to
maintain legitimacy and ruling power” (Howlett 69).
Embracing the transnational texts and cultures that young
people develop can create greater spaces for speaking
with and through inclusion and diversity and lay the
groundwork for a future that embraces difference as a
marker of strength. As G. Sue Kasun writes,

[i]nterrogating the sense of transnationalism can
allow students to develop and understand multiple
allegiances to multiple identities, allowing for a
broader sense of citizenship, one that allows for
critique as well as richer participation in society. (231)
The articles in this section reveal how young people carry
these multiple allegiances with them and expand the ways
they come to know themselves as Canadians.
I hope that these articles spark a continued discussion
of the ways transnationalism operates in the lives of
Canadians, especially Canadian youth, and how this key
element of Canadian experiences in the past and present
will play an even greater role in youth’s lives in the future.

Notes

1

See Borrero et al.; Endo; Fruja Amthor and Roxas; Plaza; Sánchez;

Tastsoglou and Petrinioti; Warikoo, Balancing, “Gender”; Zhang and Guo.
2

3

See DeJaeghere and McCleary; Kasun; Lam; Peck; Plaza; Pratt; Shin;

Tastsoglou and Petrinioti.

See Codjoe; Erdal and Oeppen; Lam; Plaza; Portes et al.; Tindongan;

Yankova and Andreev.
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